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Given Up On Creating An 
App For Your Business? 
Don’t!! 

 
As a small business, you would probably know that having your own business app 

can really aid your business and we’ve certainly given you reasons why it would. But 

when you found out that it’s not really inexpensive and that there are hundreds of 

elements you need to be aware of, you dropped the idea. Well, pick that idea back up 

because there are solutions that can help you get that app created! 

 
Here are the five online platforms where you can create your own app. 

 
Instappy.com 

 
Instappy.com is a built for success cloud based DIY platform which makes it simple for 

everyone to make instant, economical, intuitive, and stunning, professional mobile 

applications with Unlimited customization, unlimited updates, and no coding skills 

needed to get your business online on mobile. With Instappy, one can build, launch 

and publish the app on app store / Play store only in a days’ time. Whether you own 

an export house, a niche fashion boutique, a superstore, or an exotic pet shop, your 

mobile commerce store is instantly ready with Instappy. 

 
What If you we told you that you could get an app with Fully functional built-in CMS for 

unlimited updates over 46 Rich media and social API’s, Reliable data backup, secure 

cloud hosting, Unlimited customization options, Native utility features, Built-in system 

for offers and deals, Push notifications in app, real time analytics, 157 other features, 

and a fully Google indexed app, free payment gateway, inventory management, and 

more will cost you 10 lakh but you can get it for as low as 50000 INR What is more a 

world-class payment gateway is included Free. 

Read More  
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